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**Abstract**

**Purpose:** In MRI, the magnetization of nuclear spins is spatially encoded with linear gradients and radiofrequency receivers sensitivity profiles to produce images, which inherently leads to a long scan time. Cartesian MRI, as widely adopted for clinical scans, can be accelerated with parallel imaging and rapid magnetic field modulation during signal readout. Here, by using an 8-channel local $B_0$ coil array, the modulation scheme optimized for sampling efficiency is investigated to speed up 2D Cartesian scans.

**Theory and Methods:** An 8-channel local $B_0$ coil array is made to carry sinusoidal currents during signal readout to accelerate 2D Cartesian scans. An MRI sampling theory based on reproducing kernel Hilbert space is exploited to visualize the efficiency of nonlinear encoding in arbitrary sampling duration. A field calibration method using current monitors for local $B_0$ coils and the ESPIRiT algorithm is proposed to facilitate image reconstruction. Image acceleration with various modulation field shapes, aliasing control, and distinct modulation frequencies are scrutinized to find an optimized modulation scheme. A safety evaluation is conducted. In vivo 2D Cartesian scans are accelerated by the local $B_0$ coils.

**Results:** For 2D Cartesian MRI, the optimal modulation field by this local $B_0$ array converges to a nearly linear gradient field. With the field calibration technique, it accelerates the in vivo scans (i.e., proved safe) by threefold and eightfold free of visible artifacts, without and with SENSE, respectively.

**Conclusion:** The nonlinear encoding analysis tool, the field calibration method, the safety evaluation procedures, and the in vivo reconstructed scans make significant steps to push MRI speed further with the local $B_0$ coil array.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Typically, MRI scans subjects by spatially encoding the nuclear magnetization with linear magnetic field gradients. This can be mathematically described as sampling the object’s representation along a trajectory traversing its Fourier domain, called k-space, with the speed limited by the gradient performance under the safety limits. Inevitably, sampling data in such a sequential manner makes MRI scans inherently slow, and therefore, fast MRI acquisitions have drawn long-standing interests since its invention in 1973.

Early fast MRI techniques include novel pulse sequence design and k-space sampling strategy, such as FLASH which exploits short TR with low flip angle, EPI that samples a segment of k-space data within a single shot RF excitation, spiral which uses non-Cartesian trajectory for fast k-space readout, and UNFOLD which explores spatiotemporal dimension to increase the frame rate in dynamic MRI. From 1990s, with increasing popularity of the NMR phased array, distinct sensitivity distributions of multiple RF receiver coils were exploited to disentangle aliased pixels given sub-Nyquist sampling as another physical source to spatially localize spins. Since then, parallel imaging became a driving force to further accelerate MRI scans in three spatial and one temporal dimensions.

The sampling efficiency by using linear gradients and RF receivers became further optimized, by combining tailored pulse sequences and parallel imaging reconstruction. By traversing the k-space along a zigzag trajectory or shifting the aliasing patterns along the slice or the phase encoding dimensions as CAIPIRINHA (CAIPI), parallel imaging reconstruction can be further improved. The reconstruction of these more sophisticated encoded scans became straightforward to implement with the forward model which describes all encoding terms within a linear system. Moreover, such formalism connects MRI reconstruction with the inverse problem, and meanwhile, the progress made in mathematical signal processing, notably the compressed sensing (CS) for under-Nyquist sampling further boosted up MRI sampling speed in certain applications.

Consequently, to achieve highly efficient volumetric gradient echo scans, wave-CAIPI was proposed in 2015 as extended from bunched phase encoding in conjunction with CAIPI, and can be optionally combined with CS. This technique samples k-space along an oversampled corkscrew trajectory, which maximizes the k-space (Cartesian) sampling area per unit time and increases the variation of RF sensitivity among mixed pixels to reach a higher acceleration factor. To implement this, sinusoidal currents with phase shifts were applied in gradient coils along the two orthogonal phase encoding dimensions during the gradient echo readout. In the meantime, shim coils driven by sinusoidal currents were also used to accelerate MRI acquisition, which superimposed fast rotary nonlinear gradient fields (here, second order) during signal readout. This technique, called FRONSAC (i.e., Fast rotary nonlinear spatial acquisition), differs from wave-CAIPI in the sense that, it samples k-space with a “stamp” instead of a single point at a time, which can rotate, grow, or shrink when traversing k-space driven by the linear gradients (here, neglecting RF sensitivity modulation).

For decades, although the underlying mechanism for many linear-gradient driven fast acquisition strategies became well explained by the existing MRI sampling theory, the second- or third-order magnetic field modulation in FRONSAC, which stems from developments of nonlinear gradient MRI (i.e., O-space imaging), appeared much less investigated. Therefore, a concept called “Spread spectrum MRI” as a more general technique was proposed in 2019, which aims at accelerating MRI acquisitions based on rapid modulation of localized (rather than global) magnetic fields superimposed with the linear gradients, typically using multiple small-size (and, therefore, local) current loops as adapted from multi-coil shim array. These local coil channels with independently driven current waveforms can produce more flexible modulation fields in spatial–temporal domain, and therefore, impose more localized spin phase evolution on objects as fingerprints, to disentangle overlapped pixels in reconstruction. This name originated from the “spread spectrum” in telecommunication, in which orthogonal codes modulation on multiple users was exploited to separate signals from users and achieve multiple access. By combining rapid field modulations possibly with diverse nonlinear field shapes, the local B₀ coil array can be a versatile platform to investigate the optimal B₀ field modulations and further speed up MRI scans.

In this paper, with a newly built 8-channel local B₀ coil array, given its geometry allowing a 16-transceive-32-receive RF array to fit in, we perform highly accelerated 2D Cartesian FLASH scans jointly with parallel imaging (here, SENSE) in a 9.4 T human MR scanner. A modulation field calibration method based on current monitors in the power amplifier and the ESPIRiT algorithm is proposed to reconstruct scans accelerated by the local B₀ coils. Several sinusoidal modulation waveforms are analyzed and compared with additional noise amplification and approximation error maps analytically computed in time-domain (e.g., k-space). A safety evaluation for our setup is performed to ensure the safety of human subjects during in vivo scans. Finally, reconstruction for ex vivo phantom tests and in vivo scans are performed to validate the encoding efficiency of our
setup, as a significant step for accelerating MRI scans with local B₀ coil array. An early account of the developed methodology was presented in conference abstracts.²²⁻⁵⁴

2 | THEORY

2.1 | System overview

A new local B₀ coil array consisting of 8 square loops, each in 10 cm × 10 cm with 14-turn (∼40 μH measured at 10 kHz), is designed and manufactured in-house. A system overview for this local B₀ coil array with 8-channel waveform control is shown in Figure 1, including a system flow diagram with components connections (Figure 1A), a photo of the installed setup (Figure 1B), power amplifier frequency response (Figure 1C), and simulated magnetic field strength by a local B₀ coil (Figure 1D). A more detailed description with photos of all hardware components is available in Data S1.

2.2 | Signal model for local B₀ field modulation

Mathematically, the presence of the locally modulated B₀ magnetic fields results in another spatial–temporal phase evolution term, on the top of the conventional Fourier and RF sensitivity encoding operator for MRI acquisition. Neglecting spin relaxation effects for simplicity, the acquired time-domain continuous signals obtained by the nᵗʰ RF receiver coil at the time instant t can be written as:

\[ S_n(t) = \int c_n(r) \rho(r) \exp \left\{ -\sqrt{-1} \left( k(t)r + \gamma \sum_{\lambda} B_\lambda(r) \int_0^t I_\lambda(\tau)d\tau \right) \right\} dr, \]

with \( k(t) = \gamma \int_0^t g(\tau)d\tau \) as the k-space trajectory term (i.e., in rad/m). \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio (i.e., in rad/s/T), r is the spin spatial location, \( \rho(r) \) is the object spin density, \( c_n(r) \) is the nᵗʰ RF sensitivity distribution, \( g(\tau) \) is the shaped pulse of the linear gradients, \( B_\lambda(r) \) is the B₀ field distribution produced by unit current in the \( \lambda th \) local B₀ coil, \( I_\lambda(\tau) \) is the programmable current waveform in the \( \lambda th \) local coil.

In this paper, the data from multiple RF Receivers are either reconstructed independently and later combined using the sum-of-squares (SOS) method, or reconstructed by solving the forward model incorporating both RF sensitivity encoding and local coils modulations to achieve an accumulative acceleration factor, which is denoted as “joint reconstruction” in this paper. The RF coils compression is not yet applied to allow a simple examination of the reconstruction quality mainly based on the local B₀ modulations.

When the field modulation in each TR of a 2D line-by-line Cartesian scan remains identical, the image reconstruction and the geometry factor map (G-map) calculation are performed efficiently with a preconditioner of fast Fourier transform (FFT) along the phase-encoded dimensions, similar to wave-CAIPI²⁹,⁴⁶ and is derived in Data S1. However, considering arbitrary waveforms in each channel, images are reconstructed by solving the entire encoding matrix in the forward model, with Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse or iterative least squares methods,⁵⁵,⁵⁶ which inevitably demands large memory and long computation time, but is alleviated by computing in the high-performance computing servers. For future work, the matrix size for explicit formulation can also be minimized by applying the Kaczmarz method, namely the algebraic reconstruction technique, which takes only a row of the encoding matrix during one iteration step, and was used in O-space MRI⁴⁰ and CT.⁵⁷,⁵⁸

2.3 | Sampling efficiency of all “spatial encoders” in arbitrary sampling duration

The encoding efficiency of nonlinear gradients, with respect to image-space noise amplification, can be evaluated by analytically computing the G-map with an encoding matrix incorporating all spatial encoding terms. This measures the SNR efficiency over the entire acquisition period (i.e., the entire encoding matrix); however, the amount of k-space signal representation resolved within arbitrary time intervals (i.e., any one or a few rows of the encoding matrix) cannot be quantified.

Specifically, applying the convolution theorem to Eq. (1), the additional phase modulation by nonlinear gradients corresponds to the convolution of its Fourier transform term with the object’s k-space representation. Therefore, instead of sampling a single k-space point at a time, the acquisitions become collecting the sum signals contributed by k-space data within a dynamic “stamp”,³² which can change over time according to the nonlinear gradient waveforms. Unfortunately, at arbitrary time instants, the sampling efficiencies by distinct “stamps” corresponding to various nonlinear gradient fields, which parallel imaging acceleration can be optionally combined with, remain difficult to compare quantitatively. Although pixel-wise quantitative analysis for both local spatial resolution and SNR can be obtained by evaluating a single (i.e., local k-space trajectory) or all (e.g., pixel noise variance) columns of the entire
System overview. (A) System diagram with the numbered functional flow. The scanner computer starts scans (1), the scanner sends a trigger signal through the high-speed processor to the signal control computer (2, 3), which sends the designed waveforms through the high-speed processor (4) to the broadband power amplifier (5), and outputs high current waveform to the local $B_0$ coil array (7) protected by the fuse box (6). Simultaneously, the output current is monitored by the power amplifier and recorded through the high-speed processor (8) by the signal control computer (3). The temperature monitor constantly measures the temperature of each local coil during experiments (9), and the signal control computer is used to adjust the tuning setting of the power amplifier once before all experiments. (B) A picture of the installed setup with a human subject. (C) The measured sinusoidal current (zero to peak value) in a frequency ranging from 1 to 15 kHz, output by the broadband power amplifier (averaging between channels). (D1) The simulated magnetic field map given 1A current in a single local $B_0$ coil. (D2) The 1D plot of the central horizontal line of the map in D1. (D3) The variation of the in-plane maximal field strength generated by 1A in one coil channel (D1) along the z direction, with the relative position to the coil winding.
encoding matrix, how nonlinear gradients at different time points along its “trajectory” (i.e., time integral of gradient waveforms) contributed to the final SNR efficiency of a pixel stays unresolved.

Therefore, in this work, we analytically compute the noise amplification and approximation errors in time-domain (e.g., k-space), to provide more insights over the encoding behavior by the local B₀ coils and guide the waveforms design. To achieve this, a mathematical framework for parallel imaging⁶³ based on the reproducing kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) theory is extended by incorporating all spatial encoding terms (e.g., linear and non-linear gradients, RF sensitivity) into the signal model. A simplified version of mathematical derivation is provided below.

Essentially, the image reconstruction can be seen as interpolating the continuous time-domain signal representations of objects from the discrete MRI samples acquired by using all “spatial encoders”. The Frobenius norm of the interpolation weights, called the cardinal function, relates to the stability of the interpolation and represents noise amplification as a function of time by the sampling operator. The power function, which yields point-wise bounds of the time-domain approximation error, can also be computed based on this theory.⁶³

From the Riesz representation theorem, the MRI spatial encoding can be described by a vector-valued function $K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}_{\text{a}}$ as the representer of evaluation, which includes arbitrary switching of linear,¹⁶,⁷,⁹ nonlinear gradients⁴¹,⁴³ and RF transmit/receiver coils,⁶⁴–⁷² and maps the compactly supported magnetization image to smooth time-domain acquisition signals. It spans the Hilbert Space H of all signals as a RKHS (i.e., a Hilbert Space of the encoding functions where point-evaluation functions are continuous), and gives ideal acquired samples at the waveforms design. To achieve this, a mathematical framework for parallel imaging⁶³ based on the reproducibility of objects from the discrete MRI samples provided below.

Next, this RKHS can be uniquely characterized by a kernel function (unfortunately shift-invariant as in the theory⁶³) obtained by applying the forward signal model to the encoding function based on Eq. (1), which captures the similarity of the two argument encoding functions:

$$K_{ij}(t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}) = \langle t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF} \rangle,$$

Next, this RKHS can be uniquely characterized by a kernel function (unfortunately shift-invariant as in the theory⁶³) obtained by applying the forward signal model to the encoding function based on Eq. (1), which captures the similarity of the two argument encoding functions:

$$K_{ij}(t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}) = \langle t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF} \rangle,$$

$$= \int c_i(r, t) \exp \left\{ -1 \left\{ (k(t) - k(t)) r \right\} \right\} dr,$$

where the operator $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ denotes the inner product, r is the image location, the upper bar for sampling time indicates being for the second kernel argument, $c_i(r, t)$ represent the encoding operator including all “spatial encoders”, $c_i(r, t), c_j(r, t)$ are the RF sensitivity profiles from receiver index i and j (in this paper, constant in time), the operator $(\cdot)^*$ denotes the complex conjugate operation.

Therefore, by defining a measurement subspace $H_S \subset H$ spanned by $K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}_{\text{a}}$, any continuous function $f^\parallel \in H_S$ can be expressed by linear combination of $K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}$. Further, the discrete MRI samples $f_k^\parallel(t)$ can be obtained by evaluating $f^\parallel$ at the sample locations $t, i$ by building the inner product with the representer of evaluation $K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}_{\text{a}}$, and thus, be expressed by the kernel function:

$$f^\parallel = \sum_{i,j} a_{ij} K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}_{\text{a}},$$

where $a_{ij}$ is the interpolation coefficient.

Additionally, because the representers can be used to interpolate all functions in $H_S$ it spans, theoretically, the acquired time-domain samples can be exactly interpolated to any samples $f_k^\parallel(t)$ in $H_S$ evaluated at locations $i, k$ by an arbitrary encoding function as a reference (e.g., fully sampled Cartesian k-space encoding), with interpolation weights as the cardinal function $u_k^\parallel(t)$:

$$f_k^\parallel(t) = \sum_{i,j} a_{ij} K^{t_{LG},t_{NG},t_{RF}}_{\text{a}}(t, i),$$

where $i$ and $k$ are the time grid and the RF receiver index of the reference encoding function. Now, the reference...
samples \( f_k^r(i) \) can be expressed either directly by kernel \( K_{ij}(\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}) \), or by kernel encoded acquired samples \( f_k^r(t) \) and cardinal function \( u_k^r(i) \):

\[
f_k^r(i) = \left\langle K^{\parallel^r}, f_k^r \right\rangle, \tag{10}
\]

\[
= \sum_{\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}} a_{\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}} K_{k}(\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}), \tag{11}
\]

\[
= \sum_{\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}} a_{\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}} K_{k}(\tilde{t}, \tilde{t})u_k^r(i). \tag{12}
\]

Eventually, comparing Eqs. (11) and (12), the cardinal function can be intuitively seen as coefficients, which interpolate the representer of evaluation at arbitrary sampling location of a reference encoding function, exactly from their values at the location of the tested sampling function encoded in kernel:

\[
\sum_{\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}} K_{k}(\tilde{t}, \tilde{t})u_k^r(i) = K_{k}(\tilde{t}, \tilde{t}). \tag{13}
\]

Namely, the time-domain noise amplification factor can be obtained by solving a linear system of equations:

\[
MU = R, \tag{14}
\]

with

\[
\begin{align*}
M &= E_{ij} E^*_{ij} \in \mathbb{C}^{TN \times TN} \\
R &= E_{ij} E^*_{ik} \in \mathbb{C}^{TN \times TN}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E_{ij}, E^*_{ij} \) are both the tested encoding matrix, and \( E_{ik} \) is a reference encoding matrix, for evaluating the kernel. The \( T, N \) are the total sampling time points and number of RF receivers, with the upper dot indicating being for the reference matrix. The noise amplification factor is obtained by taking the Frobenius norm of \( U \) along the dimension of \( t, i \) (i.e., taking square for each element in \( U \), summing along the vertical dimension, and taking the square root). The asterisk (*) denotes the conjugate transpose operation.

Furthermore, the time-domain approximation error caused by interpolation can be computed with the power function \( P \) in the RKHS theory:\n
\[
P^{ik} = \sqrt{\left( E_{ik} E^*_{ik} - U E_{ij} E^*_{ij} \right)_{\text{diag}}}. \tag{16}
\]

Theoretically, the reference encoding matrix \( E_{ik} \) can be arbitrarily chosen (e.g., another acceleration factor, spiral, wavelet) to visualize how time-domain acquisition signals gradually lead to the noise amplification and approximation error in the corresponding transform domain. Here, assuming RF receivers’ sensitivity constant across the image, the reference is chosen as a fully sampled discrete Fourier transform matrix, to demonstrate errors in k-space relative to a fully sampled 2D Cartesian scan. Note that, the Fourier transform operation links the signal representation, but not the standard deviation of the noise signal, between image- and k-space.

Finally, Eq. (14) can be easier to solve with less-compressed RF receiver channels or a higher undersampling factor. Faster computation with pseudo-replica simulation or approximation is also worth investigating. Furthermore, limiting the encoding matrix from spanning only a sub-interval (e.g., one TR) of the entire sampling period allows quantifying the contributions of signal encoding during smaller temporal periods in relation to the entire k-space.

### 2.4 Calibration of \( B_0 \) rapid modulation field

Reconstruction of scans accelerated by local \( B_0 \) coils requires additional calibration of the field modulation pattern. The estimation errors in the additional phase evolution imposed by the local \( B_0 \) coils can manifest as residue artifacts particularly for high acceleration factors, in a mechanism similar to the SENSE residue artifacts because of calibration errors of RF receivers’ sensitivity maps.

Theoretically, the additional imposed magnetic field can be measured with a calibration scan modified from the chemical shift sequence, as in O-space MRI. However, this requires time consuming scans with the entire spatial grid phase encoded, to measure phase evolution resulted from different modulation waveforms, and therefore, does not appear to be the most suitable for testing our setup with various modulation schemes. Additionally, the magnetic field probes, as a third-party monitor, could be used to calibrate the linear gradient insert. However, its feasibility to track high-order nonlinear gradient fields by our setup has not been testified yet.

Therefore, a field calibration method based on current monitors of the power amplifier and the ESPiRiT algorithm is proposed to calibrate our setup, with only one calibration scan for all experiments given various modulation waveforms. Essentially, low-resolution field mapping scans are input to the ESPiRiT algorithm, mimicking data from multiple RF receivers, to extrapolate high-resolution (i.e., the resolution for reconstruction) phase maps with robustness to avoid possible errors during highly accelerated scans. Moreover, the 8-channel current monitors are exploited to resolve phase offset maps contributed by unit current in a local \( B_0 \) coil and combined with the monitored modulation currents in later experiments to reconstruct images. This calibration pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2, with detailed procedure and error evaluation documented in Data S1. In this paper,
FIGURE 2 Calibration of phase evolution by the local $B_0$ coil array, with more details for each step and the error evaluation demonstrated in Data S1. (A) The pulse sequences for magnetic field mapping or current modulations of local $B_0$ coils. (B) Illustration of the phase evolution estimation method, based on low-resolution scans from the sequence shown in (A), current monitors of the power amplifiers, and the ESPIRiT algorithm. Please note that, the low-resolution complex images are displayed only in phase, and the vertical dimension is 40% undersampled in k-space to save scan time. Additionally, the channel coupling between local $B_0$ coils and linear gradients is included in the monitored currents. (C) The time integral of the current is calculated on an interpolated time grid, based on monitored currents sampled with 0.9 and 9 $\mu$s, respectively. Curves of currents from 150 TR are shown with identical linewidth. (D) Reconstruction based on monitored currents with different sampling rates demonstrates the necessity of fast current monitoring for accurate image reconstruction. All these images are reconstructed by inverting the entire encoding matrix in high-performance computing servers, which contains independently monitored currents in each TR without averaging.
given different objects, the field maps for local B₀ coils require recalibration because of variation of the object’s support.

2.5 Optimized sinusoidal modulation for 2D Cartesian sampling

In previous work of spread spectrum MRI, ⁴⁻⁶ sinusoidal waveforms in 5 kHz, 3A zero-to-peak value, and with π/4 phase increment between adjacent channels were applied to produce magnetic field modulation and speed up scans. This time, different waveforms are compared for the optimal acceleration of 2D Cartesian scans, with respect to the noise amplification in image-space, and the error maps (i.e., noise amplification and approximation errors) in k-space.

Because the acceleration performance does not solely depend on the additional field modulation schemes, but also the k-space trajectory defined by linear gradients, as a starting point, only 2D line-by-line Cartesian sampling is considered in this paper. Moreover, modulation in more than one single sinusoidal frequency can produce more “wiggling” for k-space trajectory, ⁷⁻⁷⁻⁸ which may provide certain enhancements, but with the underlying mechanism well understood. Therefore, we focus on sinusoidal modulation in only a single frequency for local coils to avoid excessively digressing from scrutinizing characteristics unique to local coils modulations.

2.5.1 Field shapes—combinations of phase offsets

Sinusoidal currents with distinct combinations of phase offsets are applied to the eight local coil channels and compared. Each scheme leads to a different field patterns oscillating during the readout, including “quadratic,” “quadrupolar,” and “octupolar” field distributions, a circularly rotated nearly linear gradient field formed by π/4 phase increment between adjacent coils (denoted as “π/4”), and a nearly linear gradient field oscillated roughly toward the phase encoding dimension formed by applying phase offset 0 and π for each of the four adjacent coils (denoted as “0&π”). Additionally, a similar phase arrangement of “0&π” is applied in conjunction with a rotation of 22.5° of the linear gradient axis. This allows the nearly linear gradient produced by local coils mostly align along the phase encoding direction, similar to the bunched phase encoding, ¹⁷ but with a local gradient setup, and is denoted as “0&π, R22.5°”.

The schemes with various phase offset arrangements are defined below (i.e., “scheme”: [phase offsets in the eight local B₀ coils]), with the corresponding field/gradient strength distributions and k-space “stamps” calculated from experimentally measured data illustrated in Figure 3. With our array geometry, the “quadratic” scheme produces the strongest magnetic field over the object, the “quadrupolar” produces the maximal gradient field around the edge of FOV, the field produced by the “octupolar” scheme appears much weaker than others, the “0&π” scheme, with or without rotation, provides strong gradient fields across the entire FOV.

- “quadratic”: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
- “quadrupolar”: [0, 0, π, 0, 0, π, 0, π]
- “octupolar”: [0, π, 0, 0, 0, π, 0, π]
- “π/4”: [0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4]
- “0&π”: [π, π, 0, 0, 0, π, π]
- “0&π, R22.5°”:[π, π, 0, 0, 0, 0, π, π], with in-plane FOV rotation of 22.5°

- “π/4, CAIPI”: [0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4], odd steps; [0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4] + π, even steps
- “0&π, R22.5°, CAIPI”:[π, π, 0, 0, 0, 0, π, π], odd steps; [π, π, 0, 0, 0, 0, π, π] + π, even steps (both with 22.5° in-plane FOV rotation).

2.5.2 Aliasing control—sinusoidal phase shifts between phase-encoded steps

Additional sinusoidal phase offsets can be added in all local B₀ coils between consecutive phase-encoded steps to produce a shifted sampling function for signal readout, as defined in the schemes above as well. Interleaving shifted k-space “stamps” can shift aliasing patterns and reduce noise amplification caused by image acceleration in certain scenarios, similar to CAIPI. ¹⁹⁻²⁰ The reconstruction is performed by inverting the entire encoding matrix, because of the variation of modulation waveforms among TR, in a high-performance computing server for simplicity.

2.5.3 Frequency selection—k-space coverage for different ranges

Given ~10 kHz cutoff frequency of the power amplifier, a broad range of sinusoidal frequencies is tested to reach optimal accelerations. Considering sinusoidal modulation in a single frequency ω (here, for all local B₀ coils) and phase offset φᵣ, the Eq. (1) can be written as:

\[
S_\nu(t) = \int c_n(r)ρ(r)\exp\{-\sqrt{1}\{k(t)r + \gamma \sum \frac{B_2(r)\cos(2\pi φ(t) + φ_2)}{2πω}\}\} dr. \quad (17)
\]
FIGURE 3 The encoding schemes for sinusoidal modulation of local $B_0$ coils with different phase offset patterns. Rows 1–6: Different sinusoidal phase offset patterns, leading to magnetic field modulation with distinct field shapes. Columns A–F: The 8-channel arrangement for coil phase offset, the 2D magnetic field maps at a time instant during modulation computed from the measured field maps and the coil currents at maximum, the 1D plots along the central vertical line in the 2D magnetic field maps, the 2D gradient field maps at a time instant computed from the measured field maps and the coil currents at maximum, the 1D plots along the central vertical line in the 2D gradient maps, and the 2D k-space “stamps” (absolute value displayed) calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the 2D spatial encoding terms corresponding to the local $B_0$ coils at current maximum (note, not the maximum of the imposed phase accumulation). The gradient field in columns D and E are calculated as the net local gradient along a single direction in each pixel, namely, the Euclidean norm of the local gradient in the two orthogonal dimensions. Note that, the k-space “stamps” here, only qualitatively show a coarse sampling coverage at a time instant, whereas the cardinal and the power function maps in later sections can quantitatively compute the k-space sampling efficiency in arbitrary acquisition time duration for rigorous comparisons between different “stamps”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sinusoidal phase offset</th>
<th>Magnetic field</th>
<th>Gradient field</th>
<th>k-space “stamp”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A1)</td>
<td>(B1)</td>
<td>(C1)</td>
<td>(F1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A2)</td>
<td>(B2)</td>
<td>(C2)</td>
<td>(F2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A3)</td>
<td>(B3)</td>
<td>(C3)</td>
<td>(F3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A4)</td>
<td>(B4)</td>
<td>(C4)</td>
<td>(F4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A5)</td>
<td>(B5)</td>
<td>(C5)</td>
<td>(F5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A6)</td>
<td>(B6)</td>
<td>(C6)</td>
<td>(F6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Obviously, higher sinusoidal frequency inversely scales the phase evolution as the denominator and leads to narrower k-space sampling coverage along the phase encoding dimension, and the k-space sampling “stamp” should appear more localized. Additionally, the linear gradient bandwidth also plays a role in acceleration efficiency by gradient modulations. In this paper, it is chosen with a scanner analog-to-digital converter dwell time of 3 μs to allow substantial acceleration by modulation, while not causing excessive fat shifts artifacts during in vivo scans in 9.4 T.

3 | METHODS

All experiments are carried out with the 8-channel local B₀ coil array fixed on the patient table of a 9.4 T whole-body human scanner, equipped with gradients (SC72) with maximum slew rate and absolute strength of 200 T/m/s and 70 mT/m, respectively (Siemens Healthineers). A 16-transceive/32-receive RF coil array modified from the reference (here, only circularly polarized [CP] mode used for RF transmission) or a plastic support with field probes (Skope) is inserted inside its support, for imaging or field measurement experiments, respectively.

All imaging experiments are performed with a fully sampled multi-slice 2D FLASH sequence, and undersampled retrospectively to test image acceleration by local coils modulations. The scan sequences are illustrated in Figure 2A. The scan is made with a FOV of 220 mm × 220 mm, and a matrix size of 150 × 150 or 192 × 192 for phantom and in vivo scans, respectively. Sinusoidal currents with 40 A zero-to-peak value (except for 50 A in “field calibration”) are used for local B₀ coils to accelerate scans with scanner readout bandwidth (i.e., linear gradients) ~4.5 mT/m. More details about the scan protocols and the information about the ex vivo phantom are documented in Data S1.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Phantom experiments with calibrated phase evolution

As shown in Figure 2, the field calibration method described in this paper is used to successfully produce reconstructed images from local B₀ coils modulated scans without additional visible artifacts caused by our setup.

In this example, sinusoidal modulation with 7 kHz/50 Apk and the phase offset scheme “0&π, R22.5°” are applied. The fully sampled images in Figure 2D are reconstructed by inverting the entire encoding matrix, which is constructed with monitored current signals in all TR with a sampling rate of 0.9 μs or with only a 10-fold undersampled portion (equivalently, sampling at 9 μs). The reconstruction with the fast current monitor sampling rate (i.e., 0.9 μs) has no visible errors compared to the reference image with local coils off, whereas the one with the slower rate has additional aliasing artifacts, because of the estimation errors in currents as shown in Figure 2C. Note that, the coupling effects among all gradients (i.e., local B₀ coils, scanner gradients) are included in the monitored current waveforms, and therefore, do not contribute to reconstruction errors. Typical artifacts taking place when not using the ESPIRiT are demonstrated in Data S1.

4.2 | Sinusoidal modulation with different field shapes

Given multiple RF receivers independently reconstructed and combined using SOS, the phantom tests for 7 kHz/40 A pk sinusoidal modulation with distinct phase offset patterns are demonstrated in Figure 4, with respect to the reconstruction with threefold undersampled phase-encoded steps, the G-factor map, and the cardinal and the power function maps given sampling period of a single and all TR, respectively. With our local B₀ array geometry, the scheme “0&π, R22.5°” achieves the best acceleration efficiency for 2D Cartesian MRI, which forms nearly a linear gradient oscillating along phase encoding direction and reduces the mean image-space SNR loss (G-map) by a factor of 3.6 compared to the “π/4” scheme presented in previous work. The images by joint reconstruction of multiple RF receivers and local B₀ modulations show similar tendency and are presented in Figure S5, where the additional encoding by RF receivers’ sensitivity does not change the optimal field shape for the 2D Cartesian scan.

For sampling along a straight line in central k-space within one TR, the cardinal function map (column C) generally shows a dark band in the center with high-intensity ripples around its edge and again very dark regions as moving further away. The central dark band corresponds to the sufficiently sampled region by the k-space “stamp,” and the bright ripples indicate the noise amplification originated from some signals around the edge of the “stamp”, which are contained within the sum signal acquired by the “stamp” but remained inefficiently resolved. The large dark regions at two sides of the central dark band with the bright ripples around are completely untouched by the sampling “stamp”, and therefore, no interpolation and the related noise amplification can take place, leading to...
FIGURE 4 Ex vivo scans given local B\textsubscript{0} coils modulations with different sinusoidal phase offset patterns, all with 7 kHz/40A\textsubscript{pk}. Rows 1–7: The B\textsubscript{0} modulations with different field shapes. Column A to F: reconstruction of a reference and several 3× accelerated FLASH scans by local B\textsubscript{0} coils modulations with RF receiver channels combined using the sum-of-squares method, G-map for noise amplification in image-space, cardinal map for noise amplification in k-space given sampling within one TR, power function map for approximation errors in k-space given sampling within one TR, cardinal map for noise amplification in k-space given sampling overall TR, power function map for approximation errors in k-space given sampling over all TR. The mean and maximum values in columns C and D are calculated from a local region of 20 phase encoding steps around the center of the sampling pattern, and cannot be used to evaluate the overall (i.e., all TR) encoding efficiency for the entire k-space. Note that, the readout and the phase encoding axis in k-space are rotated by 90° relative to image-space, for better visually comparing the k-space coverage widths by different schemes within one TR in a long figure. Additionally, the G-map in B2–B4 contains extremely high values because of the highly unstable inversion of the E\textsuperscript{HE} term (E: encoding matrix). The reconstruction in A2–A4 computed with the lsqr solver in MATLAB regularizes the solution, but the object texture is severely smoothed out because the signal cannot be recovered regardless of the noise level, corresponding to large mean values of the approximation maps in F2–F4.
Table 1 shows the most sufficient k-space sampling pattern, whereas others have more “hot spots” in cardinal or power function maps caused by k-space sampling “holes.” Additionally, the schemes “quadratic,” “quadrupolar,” and “octupolar” show relatively low noise amplification, but very high mean values of approximation errors, which may be due to insufficient acquisitions at the undersampled locations given narrower k-space sampling “stamps,” similar to maps by Fourier encoding with a phase-encoded step (Figure 4C1,D1). This also matches the instability of matrix inversion shown in the corresponding G-maps (Figure 4B2–B4). Note that, the statistics (i.e., mean and maximum) for columns C and D are computed based on a local region of the central 20 phase-encoded steps and cannot be used to determine the encoding efficiency of the overall k-space.

low cardinal function values. Furthermore, the approximation error maps given one TR (column D) indicate high sampling efficiency within the sampling “stamp” and high approximation error as moving further away. Note that, for very localized k-space modulation by local B₀ coils, low cardinal- but high power function can simultaneously take place for regions highly under-sampled.

Therefore, for 2D Cartesian scans with undersampling, the missing k-space data can be optimally sampled by simply applying a linear gradient oscillating along the phase encoding dimension, whereas other schemes gained much less efficiency as their k-space modulation regions are not concentrated along the only one undersampled dimension. This explains the origin of the tendency in the G-maps (Figure 4B) and the full k-space error maps (Figure 4E,F). In the latter, the scheme “0&π, R22.5°”

Figure 5: Ex vivo scans given 5kHz/40A₀pk sinusoidal local B₀ modulation with π shift in all channels between consecutive 2x undersampled phase-encoded steps, manipulating aliasing patterns and mimicking the CAIPIRINHA technique. Rows 1–3: Different modulation schemes—reference fully sampled scan with local coils off, and twofold accelerated FLASH scans with the schemes “π/4” and “π/4, CAIPI”, respectively, given all with RF receiver channels combined with the sum-of-squares method. Columns (A)–(D): Reconstructed images, G-map for noise amplification in image-space, cardinal map for noise amplification in k-space, power function map for approximation errors in k-space. Note that, the advantage of applying CAIPI to local B₀ coils here cannot be simply generalized to other scenarios (e.g., a different undersampling factor or field shape, joint acceleration with RF receivers’ sensitivity).
4.3 Sinusoidal modulation with aliasing control

Without combining parallel imaging (i.e., here, SENSE), the phantom scans with (5 kHz/40A_{pk}) sinusoidal phase offsets shift (here, π) in all local B_0 coils between consecutive phase-encoded steps after twofold undersampling are illustrated in Figure 5. As explained in wave-CAIPI, aliasing effects along the readout direction will be induced by the sinusoidal (linear) magnetic field modulations, which together with the aliasing along the phase encoding dimension, are supposed to be resolved during the reconstruction. However, as in Figure 5B2, the “π/4” scheme with 5 kHz modulation frequency suffers from strong noise amplification, particularly at some “hot spots” reaching G-map value ~10.0. This originates from excessive fold-over of object replicates induced along the readout direction, which can take place when the sinusoidal modulation frequency is too low.

In the local B_0 coil scheme “π/4, CAIPI”, parts of the readout fold-over effects due to 5 kHz field modulation are shifted to the phase encoding direction by varying the phase of sinusoidal currents between phase-encoded steps. This substantially reduces the noise amplification particularly by removing the “hot spots” in G-map, as shown in row 3 of Figure 5. In k-space perspective, given the scheme “π/4,” the power function maps show bright spots as k-space “holes” caused by insufficient sampling. In the “π/4, CAIPI” scheme, the “hot spots” for approximation errors in k-space are substantially reduced, which indicates more sufficient sampling because of interleaving the shifted “k-space stamps” as in Figure 5C3,D3. However, such CAIPI technique for local B_0 coils might not always lead to significantly improved...
FIGURE 7 Accelerated in vivo FLASH scans with local B₀ coils modulation of 7 kHz/40A₀, given RF receivers’ channels combined with the sum-of-squares method. Rows 1–5: A reference scan and several modulated scans with zero to fourfold acceleration. The local coils are modulated with sinusoidal currents with the scheme “0&π, R22.5°.” Columns A–D: Reconstructed images, G-map for noise amplification in image-space, cardinal map for noise amplification in k-space, and power function map for approximation error in k-space. Note that only a central region of 86 × 94 pixels was computed for k-space error maps (columns C and D), to avoid excessively demanding computation.
acceleration efficiency in other scenarios, which are shown in Figures S6 and S7.

4.4 | In vivo scans

A safety evaluation of our setup for in vivo scans is performed, which proves our experiments are safe for human subjects with respect to peripheral nerve stimulation and acoustic noise, as documented in Data S1. Therefore, in vivo 2D FLASH scans with local $B_0$ coil modulations are conducted with healthy volunteers. To maximize encoding efficiency, the “0&π, R22.5°” scheme is used. A pre-scan analysis is demonstrated in Figure 6, including field modulation strength along slice direction, G-map analysis, and the RF receivers' sensitivity pattern as it played an important role in designing other nonlinear gradient methods, e.g., relying on the 3T sensitivity distribution to resolve pixels along the circumferential axis, which might be different for 9T MRI. Here, frequencies with 7, 10, and 13 kHz are applied during in vivo experiments, given potentially milder relaxation induced artifacts as the frequency increases.

As in Figure 7, with the local $B_0$ coils (7 kHz/40 A$_{pk}$, “0&π, R22.5°”) alone, the in vivo 2D FLASH scan is
accelerated by threefold with nearly no visible artifacts, and the G-map mean value remains rather low (i.e., 1.5). When reaching acceleration by a factor of four, “hot spots” in the G-map and the k-space error maps appear, because severe aliasing effects take place in image-space corresponding to insufficient sampling coverage visible in k-space error maps as in Figure 7B5,C5,D5.

As in Figure 8, by joint reconstruction of multiple RF receivers and local B₀ coils modulations, image acceleration along single phase encoding dimension is further enhanced. Compared to the reference scan merely accelerated by SENSE, which shows strong residue artifacts, the accumulative acceleration factor can reach eightfold for 2D Cartesian scan with negligible artifacts. Starting from 10-fold to 11-fold undersampled phase-encoded steps, the artifacts gradually appear protruding, and therefore, the acceleration limit is reached assuming reconstruction in the least squares sense.

Furthermore, the image acceleration with modulation schemes of “0&π, R22.5°” with 40A₀pk in distinct frequencies (7, 10, and 13 kHz) are compared, with multiple RF receivers independently reconstructed (Figure 9) and with joint reconstruction of SENSE and local B₀ modulations (Figure 10), respectively. As in Figure 9, without parallel imaging, the scans accelerated by threefold with modulations in 7 and 10 kHz have negligible artifacts, whereas the one with modulation in 13 kHz has slightly visible errors within very limited support (corresponding to the bottom “bright stripe” in the G-map). From the cardinal and the power function maps given sampling period over one TR,
the higher frequency modulation (C4, D4) induces sampling with a narrower k-space “stamp” efficiently resolving data in more localized regions, as indicated by the narrow dark band around the k-space center. The maps for lower frequencies contain wider and brighter regions and imply acquisitions with k-space “stamps” reaching broader range of pixels along the phase encoding dimension, although incapable of resolving all these pixels without more phase-encoded steps, which matches with the prediction by the Eq. (7).

In Figure 10, when combined with SENSE, the 7x accelerated scans (A2–A4) outperformed the 6x accelerated reference reconstruction with the local B0 coils off. Moreover, the cardinal and power function maps, compared to the ones without SENSE, quantitatively demonstrated the encoding behavior when combining the effects by RF receivers’ sensitivity modulation (i.e., GRAPPA kernel) and the dynamic “k-space stamp” because of local B0 modulations, which generally broadens the zig-zag trajectory by B0 gradients. The lower frequency modulation (i.e., 7kHz) leads to a wider dark band in k-space error maps (Figure 10C2,D2) and the least image-space SNR loss (Figure 9B2), which matches the prediction of Eq. (7).

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our proposed local B0 coil encoding technique is proved to successfully accelerate 2D Cartesian FLASH scans, given the almost artifacts-free threefold and eightfold
undersampled reconstructions, without and with joint acceleration with SENSE, respectively. The quantitative k-space efficiency maps incorporating nonlinear gradients are analytically computed by the extended MRI sampling theory based on RKHS, and therefore, the encoding behaviors by various nonlinear gradient modulation schemes can be visually compared along their time-domain “trajectory” within arbitrary sampling duration (e.g., entire k-space, a single TR coverage). The optimal 8-channel modulation waveforms for 2D Cartesian scans turn out to produce a nearly linear gradient oscillating along the phase encoding dimension, leading to substantial SNR improvement compared to the previous work. The aliasing control technique appears helpful, although limited within certain scenarios. The encoding effects by sinusoidal modulation with different frequencies, optionally combined with SENSE, can also be visually compared in k-space quantitatively. The proposed field calibration technique, the novel encoding analysis tools, the safety evaluation procedure for our custom-built gradient system, and the demonstrated reconstruction examples for 2D Cartesian scans make significant steps toward pushing MRI speed further with local B₀ coil array.

Notably, pushing the nonlinear B₀ gradient encoding into the RKHS theory not only finds another important application for this mathematical framework beyond parallel imaging but also provides an example showing how the k-space efficiency maps computed based on a time segment (e.g., a single TR as demonstrated in this paper) can decouple the entire acquisition duration and quantify individual contributions of encoding within smaller temporal periods. This elucidates the origins of the k-space “holes” observed in many nonlinear field modulation schemes explored within this study, and potentially, could be used to formulate the cost functions in optimization programs to search further enhanced encoding strategies, with less computation time and memory requirements compared to evaluating the entire nonlinear field encoding matrix. Moreover, as pointed by Eqs. (2) and (3), the time-domain coverage and sampling efficiency by arbitrary acquisition strategies given linear B₀ gradients and nonlinear B₀/B₁ fields can also be rigorously analyzed and compared in a “quantitative” k-space by applying the RKHS formalism similarly to the present investigation, such as other nonlinear B₀ gradient methods. RF encoding techniques with the transmit and the switching receive fields, resolution enhanced scans with sub-pixel spatial modulations within in-plane, and along slice dimension, just to name a few.

In this paper, the optimal modulation scheme “0°, R22.5°” for in vivo scans can be seen as a (nearly) bunched phase encoding with a local B₀ coil setup. Such field modulation becomes similar to the one produced by a local linear gradient insert, with higher energy efficiency and less peripheral nerve stimulation thresholds compared to large-sized scanner gradients. With the current geometry, the magnetic field produced by the local B₀ coils varies slowly across the FOV, as governed by the Biot-Savart law, and is still far less localized to independently modulating just groups of a few pixels. Furthermore, more arbitrary (i.e., spatially and temporally) waveforms than the sinusoidal currents, which remain identical or only vary by π between adjacent phase-encoded steps (i.e., CAIPI) in this paper, can be used for the local B₀ array. However, as a few examples shown in Data S1, for accelerated 2D Cartesian scans, seemingly more flexible B₀ modulations do not necessarily enhance the efficiency in the least squares reconstruction. This is because the linear gradient remains the main “encoder” and leaves a pattern of missing k-space data naturally fit by simply a zig-zag trajectory, which is different than the trajectory optimization in PATLOC (i.e., parallel imaging technique using local gradients) and O-space where nonlinear gradients are used for phase and frequency encoding, instead of merely local modulations in k-space.

Nevertheless, our results do not eliminate all possibilities for potential advantages in signal encoding with more arbitrary field modulation, particularly considering scenario beyond 2D Cartesian sampling, such as 3D Cartesian and spiral. However, in non-Cartesian scans with local coils modulation, system errors (e.g., eddy current, time delay) can manifest as much more severe artifacts, which requires further experimental validation. To facilitate modulation schemes for other trajectories, additional penalty term can be included to remove possible artifacts, although fast forward operator to achieve efficient iterative reconstruction with arbitrary local coil modulation are currently unavailable. In the future, the local B₀ coil acceleration for 3D Cartesian and other non-Cartesian acquisitions remains highly interesting, with open questions remaining for the optimal encoding methods and the potential engineering difficulties.
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**Figure S1.** Pictures of hardware components of our system for image acceleration. (A) The 9.4 T whole-body human scanner. (B) The 16-transceive-32-receive RF array. (C) The power amplifier. (D) The 8-channel local B0 coil array. (E) The 8-channel local B0 coil array during manufacturing. (F) The 8-channel fuse box. (G) The high-speed processor for waveform transmission and current monitor sampling. (H) The 8-channel temperature monitor. (I) The installed setup for in vivo scans with a human subject. (J) The installed setup for field camera measurement of the B0 field produced by the local coil array.

**Figure S2.** The joint reconstruction of SENSE and local coils modulation (7 kHz/50kHz, scheme “80π, R22.5°”), with the B0 map of each local coil channel extrapolated to the reconstruction resolution with the ESPRIT algorithm, and a bicubic interpolation technique taking weighted average of 4 x 4 neighboring pixels, respectively.
The sound pressure level in the object mask.

Figure S4. Safety evaluation of the local B0 coil array. (A1) Current map simulated in MATLAB. (A2, A3) B field maps simulated with Biot–Savart Law with the current map, given 1A in each coil channel. The net magnetic field (for safety check) and the increased B2 field (for encoding) maps corresponding to a local coil were calculated separately. (A4) The maximal (in-plane) magnetic field distributions along z produced by the local coil array with 50 A in all channels. (A5) The experimentally measured magnetic field (for encoding) map with 50 A in all coils. (A6) The field camera measurements with multiple probe channels, for 50 A (zero to peak) and 1 kHz sinusoidal modulation of all coils with phase offset zero. (A7) The nerve stimulation function for scanner gradients and local coils with 50 A peaks and 10 kHz sinusoidal modulation. (B1) The PNS threshold calculated by the custom-built software. (B2) The E-field generated by each local coil to predict the magneto-stimulation. (C1) The E-field distribution by each local coil simulated by SimNIBs. (C2) The E-field distribution by linear gradients. (C3) The sum E-field by linearly combining results in C1 and C2. (D) The sound pressure level in dB (A) measured by a sound level meter compatible with the 9.4 T scanner. Note that, the E-field calculated by the two software are based on different tissue conductivity, which may be responsible for a different scaling factor.

Table S1. The calculation time in HPC server for cardinal and power functions. R is the acceleration factor. The notation “1 TR” and “150 TR” means k-space error maps covering sampling with 1 and 150 phase-encoded steps respectively. The notation “100 x 100 k-space” means k-space error maps covering only a central region of 100 x 100 pixels, to avoid excessively computation load.

Figure S5. Joint reconstruction with SENSE, for 7 kHz/40 A peaks sinusoidal modulation with different field shapes. Row 1 to 7: modulation schemes for distinct phase offset patterns of the 8-channel local coils, which forms different field shapes oscillating during signal readout to accelerate scans. Column A to D: reconstructed 2D FLASH images with 8x undersampling, G-map, cardinal map and power function map for sampling period over one TR. In columns C and D, zoomed in pictures are shown on the upper right corner, and the mean and max. values are calculated from the 20 central phase-encoded steps. Note that, the k-space axis is rotated by 90 degree relative to image space, to better visually compare the k-space error maps in a long figure.

Figure S6. Ex vivo scans given 5 kHz/40 A peaks sinusoidal local coils modulation with π shift in all channels between consecutive two-fold undersampled phase-encoded steps, manipulating aliasing patterns and mimicking the CAIPIRINHA technique. Row 1 to 5: different modulation schemes—reference fully sampled scan with local coils off, and two-fold accelerated FLASH scans with schemes “45°” “45°” with CAIPI, “0 & π” “0 & π” with CAIPI, respectively, given all with RF receiver channels combined with the sum-of-squares method. Column A to D: reconstructed images, G-map for noise amplification in image space, cardinal map for noise amplification in k-space, power function map for approximation errors in k-space.

Figure S7. More examples for aliasing controls with local coil array. Left column A: The G-maps computed from eight-fold accelerated FLASH scans given 7 kHz/40 A peaks sinusoidal modulation with two phase offset schemes, with and without CAIPI. Joint reconstruction with SENSE and local coils is performed. Additionally, G-map from a reference scan with only SENSE acceleration is compared. Right column B: G-maps computed from two-fold accelerated FLASH scans with 40 A peaks sinusoidal modulation, showing 2D aliasing control along readout (R) and phase encoding (R) dimension, by changing the modulation frequency and introducing phase offsets (here, π) between consecutive phase-encoded steps, respectively.

Figure S8. Examples of more temporally and spatially arbitrary B0 modulations by simulation using the experimental data for Figure 4 (local coils’ field maps, phantom
image, all coils with sinusoidal currents up to $40A_{pk}$). Row 1–5: modulation schemes for comparison, consisting of sinusoidal currents with static phase offsets, and those with phase and frequency varying among TR or local $B_0$ coil channels. Column A to B: the schematics for sinusoidal waveforms in different schemes, the reconstructed images from simulated acquisition data with artificially added noise, the G-map, the Cardinal function, and the power function. In this comparison, no modulation schemes with more variations in currents outperform the one simply with a nearly bunched phase encoding (i.e., row 1, scheme 0&$\pi$, identical among TR).